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Editorial on Urinary Biomarkers of Urological Malignancies

Urinary biomarkers of urological malignancies

Given our increasingly aging society, the number of patients with malignant urogenital diseases (e.g., prostate cancer, 
urothelial cancer, renal cell carcinoma) is increasing. Meanwhile, overdiagnosis and overtreatment are also problems, 
especially given the morbidities of many of the treatments available such as radical prostatectomy or radical cystectomy. In 
fact, as an example, the US Preventive Services Task Force has come out against PSA screening prostate cancer.

It is incumbent upon the field of Urology to pursue better and more discriminative testing for urologic malignancies. In 
this decade, new techniques for searching for new biomarkers have been developed, and several alternative biomarkers of 
prostate cancer such as urinary PCA3, serum PHI and serum 4K-score have reached the clinic. However, there are still needs 
for better biomarkers to detect aggressive, life-threatening prostate cancer as opposed to indolent disease. For urothelial 
carcinoma, urine cytology is widely used, but its sensitivity is not adequate alone. Finally, advances in new therapies—
hormonal therapy for prostate cancer, targeted therapy, and immune checkpoint therapy for bladder cancer, are providing 
new options for patients. Surrogate markers or predictive markers of response to these new treatments are necessary. 

Urine is a promising source for the biomarker discovery of bladder cancer and prostate cancer. Urine after digital rectal 
examination is enriched with prostate cancer biomarkers, which include prostate cancer cells, DNAs, RNAs, proteins and 
other small molecules. Urothelial carcinoma is constantly and directly in contact with the urine and biomarkers are shed into 
the urine.

This series of Translational Andrology and Urology is devoted to urinary biomarkers of urological malignancies. I thank the 
experts in each field who contributed to this series and I hope this special series will be a useful to the readers. 
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